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	I still remember sitting down with my brand new copy of Writing Secure Code by Michael

	Howard and David LeBlanc. Having moved beyond writing relatively simple intranet web

	reports, (before the term "Bl" came to embody what at the time we thought was an incredibly

	innovative way to display call center metrics for managing credit card operations) I found

	myself in a development lead position responsible for building a web portal for managing the

	collections process for JP Morgan Chase's auto and home business. The portal interfaced with

	a number of internal assets, such as SQL Server, Oracle, and IBM Mainframes via Terminal

	3270 emulation, as well as external partners, such as Experian and Equifax.





	In addition to the learning curve of moving from Classic Active Server pages to production-

	worthy .NET Framework 1.1 and ASP.NET Web Services, we were just beginning to dramatically

	disrupt the enterprise as a way to minimize the friction between systems while increasing the

	reusability of these integration investments. As a fledgling new lead, building the portal to stop

	world hunger and to cure cancer (as all the intranet portals promised to do in those days). I

	was keenly aware that the solution had to be secure, because after all. "All Input Is Evil", and

	working in the financial services industry, no security breach or personal information leak

	goes unpunished, no matter how trivial.





	For weeks I skimmed through the 600 page volume, incrementally building confidence

	that I was doing my due diligence in implementing a trusted subsystem, identifying and

	authenticating my users, applying the least privilege, and preventing the SQL injection attacks.

	Things were significantly simpler in 2003. All of my users were in Active Directory, and as long

	as I didn't need them to do multiple hops, NTLM was just fine, thank you very much. I put a

	lot of thought into the roles and proudly remember showing my manager how the new users

	would automatically have access to the portal as soon as their account was created (provided

	IT assigned them to the right group! :).





	Well, it turns out this "Web Services" thing was real, and what they did for the enterprise a

	decade ago pales in comparison to how service orientation has transformed the way users

	expect to be able to interact with software today. The proliferation of modern web applications

	and mobility demand a completely new perspective when designing modern applications.

	Whether you are building Web, desktop, or mobile solutions that reside on-premise, on the

	cloud, or are a hybrid thereof, identity and access control have never been more important.
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Lighting Technology, Second EditionFocal Press, 2001
Anyone working with lighting in the entertainment industries will find this an immensely readable source of information. The authors, themselves experienced lighting practitioners, have collected a wealth of essential lighting technology and data into one comprehensive reference volume in an accessible, jargon-free style.

The new edition...
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Microsoft Windows 7 On DemandQue, 2009
Need answers quickly? Microsoft Windows 7 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.



Inside the Book
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Knowledge Engineering and Management: Proceedings of the Seventh International ConferenceSpringer, 2013

	These proceedings present technical papers selected from the 2012 International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Knowledge Engineering (ISKE 2012), held on December 15-17 in Beijing. The aim of this conference is to bring together experts from different fields of expertise to discuss the state-of-the-art in Intelligent Systems and...
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Beer in Health and Disease PreventionAcademic Press, 2008
Presenting both the concerns and problems of beer consumption as well as the emerging evidence of benefit, Handbook of Beer Health and Disease Prevention offers a balanced view of today's findings and the potential of tomorrow's research.  



From a beverage of warriors to a cheap and affordable commodity, beer has been a part of...
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Applying UML: Advanced ApplicationsButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
So why did we write "yet another" book on the UML? Does the world need it and what, if anything, makes it distinctive? The real answer is that the only way to answer those questions is to read the end result. Here, however, are some of our answers.

In an attempt to end the "object oriented Tower of Babel", the Unified...
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Adobe InDesign cs BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Galen’s industry experience has made him a reliable source of information, and he’s well respected and trusted. His books are lively, fun, and educational."
     —Shellie L. Hall, Publishing Guru and Principal of the DuckType Consultancy
If Adobe InDesign cs can do it, you can do it too ...      
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